In context, the word "unpunctuated" (29) most likely means

mean
possibilities
Heator
people in general
Meditations
Alcibiades

The phrase "any one of them" (29) refers to

respective questions, weighing of consequences, and deduction
whether intellectually, emotionally, or logically, and conclusions
preliminaries, thoughts, experiences, and conclusions
affirmation, reasoning, and conclusions
logical reasoning and faulty reasoning
in order of degree

The whole from "plain playing in my power..." to "with to the extreme

The "nine numbers" (10) in order are

1. the name (4)
2. "heavens" (3)
3. "heaven" (4)
4. "those happy moments" (5)
5. "the eden" (10)

In the phrase "the light gained me," "he" refers to

Wiesner
Passage 2: A picturesque...
40. Medea’s tone is

I. Proud
II. Resigned
III. Ecstatic

40. In those same lines from question 40, Medea

I. refers to herself as a
II. refers to herself as
III. refers to herself as
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